Until Next Time

Home Sweet Home
written by Adam Sawyer | illustrated by Allison Bye

2019 BECAME THE YEAR that a catalog with items such as log splitters, heirloom seeds and emergency
generators became my grownup equivalent of the Sears Christmas Wish Book. In the summer of 2018, my
partner and I moved into an off-the-grid-ish home roughly 40 miles west of Mount Rainier. It has a propane
generator-powered battery array for electricity, well water and septic, but we do have internet—I have to be
able to work and stream Netflix. Thus the term, off-the-grid-ish.
I felt like life’s next chapter was coming, I just wasn’t sure
what that would entail. I had been living in Portland for more
than a decade and loved it. But quietly and almost without
knowing, we were collecting a substantial list of reasons for
an exodus. My partner worked in Washington. The traffic
was getting worse, the cost of living increasing, and on down
the line. Commonplace complaints that are part and parcel
with living in a metropolitan area, but nothing that made me
sour on the city.
However, we also had dreams of peaceful country living.
After enough map study we noticed a number of sweet spots
that were far enough away, but close enough to a city. I can
work from just about anywhere, as long as there’s wifi. So
we came up with a list of things we wanted in a house and
agreed that if it was out there, we’d go. About a year after
opening ourselves up to the idea, that place presented itself
and we became the proud owners of a home in the woods.
There were a few things we weren’t anticipating, though,
not least of which was that the right place happened to be
off the grid. Shockingly, not only were we both open to it, we
were excited by the prospect. Were we wholly unprepared
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for such an endeavor? You bet. Were we also aware of that
and willing to get educated with no net in a rural trial by
fire? Absolutely.
We have now completed a full year of living at the home
we lovingly refer to as Whiskey Jane. It hasn’t been a cake
walk. We had to take a few showers with hand-pumped well
water and enjoyed a few evenings by candlelight when the
generator died. We discovered terrifying new nocturnal
forest sounds, as well as how much wood isn’t enough for
winter. And we took an immersive crash course in battery
equalization charging.
Then again, summer evenings were spent on a porch
illuminated by the Milky Way. We grew our own food,
learned to forage and learned to fix. Never underestimate
the power of YouTube videos. I am also far more in tune
with the world around me—intimately aware of its cycles as
well as mine, and how we dance together. I still make it to
Portland once or twice a month, and truly enjoy the visits.
But we couldn’t be more satisfied with the move, our home,
and especially our willingness to embrace life’s accidental
next chapter, up in the woods of Washington.

